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In light of the uncertainty about when large group gatherings will be safe again, it is not a good use
of volunteer time to plan for our normal events. Board Meetings and Educational Meetings will be
held online until further notice. (This policy was renewed at the August 14, 2021 board meeting.)

10:00 AM PDT 2020-08-29. A 2.7Khz CW Repeater, using the D16 5.1 Meander delay plugin. for those
who want to practice. There is a Java-version, so you can run it also on your Mac, PC, Android or iOS
with Java. May be possible to change the pitch and bandwidth. CCW code is also available on Github.
More available details in the description. 10:00 AM PDT 2020-08-29. We had a very successful and
nice repeater party on Sunday 8/15/2020. 049C (FM), 054N (CW), C1ZG (SSB), 073N, 041C, 047N,
029C (SSB), 052N, 032C, 033N, 045N, 059N, 044C, 056C, 054N, 021N, 026N, 023N, 039N, 040C,

051C, 048N, and 025C (SSB) were operational. We have finished early, however it was rather easy to
monitor the status of the repeaters using our repeater monitor. For those of you who did not see the
repeater party, a video is available. Please excuse the quality of the video, for it was recorded with

the cell phone. Update: we are having a repeater party on 9/30/2020. The exact dates and times will
be posted later. It will be held on the D16 repeater server using DMR. 10:00 AM PDT 2020-08-29. a
brand new delayed repeater mode for the D16 using the Meander-delay plugin. It is works with CW
(and SSB) and has 4 delays, in this case CW and DMR. The left and right channel are now divided. If
the delay time of the left and the right is different, then you can hear a fisrst trigger for the right, as
it is delayed more than the left. Within each channel, we can now set a different time for the Stereo

spread.
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In addition to loading the delay models, the Repeater can be controlled using MIDI Note Control or by
using a MIDI Clock signal. In the case of MIDI control, the delay models are configured to respond to

the specified notes. For MIDI control, you can use different methods to send note velocities. A
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requirement is that the specified notes must be stopped. You can control the Repeater with a MIDI
keyboard. As with the Model Effect, MIDI notes and MIDI Clock are used as controls. In addition,

Repeater has two dedicated MIDI sets. These can be assigned freely from the main menu. The first
type of MIDI set is for Volume Control and MIDI Clock, and contains the pitch and velocity of a Note
On message (Note). The second type is for MIDI gate and MIDI Gate Message (Note). This MIDI set
can also be used to control the duration of the Note On messages. A MIDI clock is also assigned to

the second set. In earlier versions, the effect processing path of the Repeater plug-in was fixed in the
center of stereo output. In the version 1.1.4 (for Windows and Mac), the effects processing path for

both channels is fully independent of each other. The right and left channel output can be processed
by different delay lines or echo chambers. By fading them, you may create an easy-to-use echo
effect model with different reverb timbres, which are obtainable by the relative settings of the
different channels. This effectively opens up a plethora of possibilities for the creation of multi-

dimensional, yet transparent echo effects. In addition, you can configure all incoming effects from
the two stereo channels at the same time, without the need to switch. 5ec8ef588b
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